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Single Syllable Words

SShort Vowel: ‘e’ as in ‘bell’ | ‘o’ as in ‘dog’

Whole Words: ‘out’, ‘the’

Try These New Words

bell fell tell well yell
The well.

The bell.
The dog fell in the well.

Dell, tell Dad the dog fell in the well.
Dell rang the bell to tell Dad the dog fell.

Dell had to yell, "The dog is in the well."
Dad ran to Dell at the well.

Dad got the dog out of the well.
Extra Words

sell set let leg

Comprehension

1. What is a well?
2. Who fell in the well?
3. What did Dell do first to get help?
4. Who did Dell tell?
5. What did Dad do?

Complete the sentences with these words.

fell, well, bell, tell

A dog _____ in the _____.

Dell rang the _____ to _____ Dad.